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The Assassination of Brangwain Spurge
J F AND

"Uptight elfin historian Brangwain Spurge is on a mission: survive being catapulted
across the mountains into goblin territory, deliver a priceless peace offering to their
mysterious dark lord, and spy on the goblin kingdom - from which no elf has returned
alive in more than a hundred years. Brangwain's host, the goblin archivist Werfel, is
delighted to show Brangwain around. They should be the best of friends, but a series
of extraordinary double crosses, blunders, and cultural misunderstandings throws
these two bumbling scholars into the middle of an international crisis that may spell
death for them -- and war for their nation"--Amazon.

Blended
J F DRA

"Piano-prodigy Isabella, eleven, whose black father and white mother struggle to
share custody, never feels whole, especially as racial tensions affect her school, her
parents both become engaged, and she and her stepbrother are stopped by
police"--Provided by publisher.

The ersatz elevator
J F SNI

The woeful saga of the Baudelaire orphans continues as evil Count Olaf discovers
their whereabouts at Esme Gigi Geniveve Squalor's seventy-one bedroom penthouse
and concocts a new plan for stealing their family fortune.



Flying lessons & other stories
J PBK FLY

From basketball dreams and family fiascos to first crushes and new neighborhoods,
this anthology, written by award-winning children's authors, celebrates the uniqueness
and universality in all of us.

Lu
J F REY bk.4

"Lu knows he can lead Ghost, Patina, Sunny, and the team to victory at the
championships, but it might not be as easy as it seems. Suddenly, there are hurdles in
Lu's way--literally and not-so-literally--and Lu needs to figure out, fast, what winning
the gold really means"--Provided by publisher.

Rebound
J F ALE

In the summer of 1988, twelve-year-old Chuck Bell is sent to stay with his
grandparents, where he discovers jazz and basketball and learns more about his
family's past.

Sea prayer
J F HOS

"A short . . . illustrated book written . . . in response to the current refugee crisis . .
composed in the form of a letter, from a father to his son, on the eve of their journey.
Watching over his sleeping son, the father reflects on the dangerous sea-crossing that
lies before them. It is also a vivid portrait of their life in Homs, Syria, before the war,
and of that city's swift transformation from a home into a deadly war zone"--Publisher.


